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We are happy to present the first issue of the 
Gibson Labs Pentrak Graphics Journal 

It has taken a while, but here we are. Filled to the brit 
Nith all sorts of neN stuff frot Gibson Laboratories and 
other sources. Before anything else is said in this 
Journal, a quick experitent. If this Journal is your 
friends' and not yours, and you are Nondering why your 
Journal has not arrived. You .better check to see that 
Gibson Laboratories has your registration card. If we don't, 
send it in to us itiediately or call. 

Now that we knoN that everyone has their own copy, we're all 
set to start. There's been a great deal of interest in the 
developtent of a users group for Pen owners. As a foru1 for 
Pen discussion, this newsletter will dissetinate any and all 
thoughts, discoveries and news frat any users and Pen
co1patible software developers. If you want to cottunicate 
to the over 41388 owners of the LPS II systet, write to us -
we'll print it in the next issue of the "Journal". 

The first issue discusses tany routines that you can add to 
present software, append prelitinary software, or use as a 
stand alone 1odule for special purposes. Let's begin with 
so1e PENTRAK "one-liners". Host of these one-liners are 
useful, Sote of the•, if not useful, are at least atusing. 
All are fun!! 

10 FOR Y = 0 TO 168 STEP 28: FOR X = 8 TO 240 STEP 20: 
&ZOOH(X,Yl: NEXT X : NEXT Y 

II X=INTi240 1 RND1Xll!Y=INT(192 •RND(XII:& ZOOH(X,Yl:GOTO 10 

10 &PIX,Y,KEY,ZV01:X1= 280-X: Y1=192-Y: &ZOON(Xl,Yll: SOTO 10 

.his next one is not ~!!~~lY a one-lin~r! But we think 
you'll get a big kick out of it! !And it 1ay open your eyes 
to the power of PENTRAKI. 

This routine 1ay be used as a stand alone 1odule, or can be 
inserted as a subroutine into any of your new PENTRAK 
application progra1s. Following the listing is a detailed 
description of each of the state1ents that take up the 
"FLOATER" subroutine. 

------------------------------------------------------------
1 REN •.•.. FLOATER •••.•• PR06RAN WILL FLOAT AN INAGE OVER 
AN EXISfING INAGE. IT NAY THEN BE SET DOWN OVER ANY THING 
10 H6R: &INIT, DHP, NEG, NIXED: HCOLOR= 0 
20 &TRACK(XX,YY,KEY,LINES,NCl 
30 IF KEY= 8 THEN 90 
40 &TRACK(XX,YY,KEY,SKETCH3,NCl 
50 GOTO 20 
90 X=XX: Y=YY: &TRACK!XX,YY,KEY,RUBRECT,NCl 
100 IF KEY <>21 THEN 20 
110 DX=ABS! XX-Xl 
129 DY=ABS( YY-Yl + 1 
130 &FRANE!X TO XX AT Y FOR DY, 163B4l 
149 &DHS,NES,DHP: SOTO 1B9 
159 &PEN(X,Y,KEY,ZVll: IF KEY<> 255 THEN 20 
168 IF X=XL ANDY= YL THEN 150 
179 GOSUB 218 
180 XL=X: IF XL+ DX > 279 THEN XL=279-DX 
190 YL=Y: IF YL - DY< 0 THEN YL=DY 
210 60SU8 218: GOTO 150 
210 &FRAHE!X,16384, XL TO XL+DX AT Yl-DY FOR DYl:RETURN 

-----------------------------------------------------------



Progra1 explanation: 

Line '0 above sets up the screen and various initial 
infor1ation, selects the pri1ary Hi-Res screen, clears and 
negates that screen and sets the screen for both 1ixed text 
and graphics. Line 28 starts the Pen tracking, there will 
be crosshairs and no cursor since we are on a white screen. 
The KEY escape 1ode is used and the TRACKING is ter1inated 
when a key or button is pressed. Line 30 checks the 
Applesoft variable KEY, If the tey pressed was the left 
arrow '(-', which is ASCII code a, then control ju1ps to 
line 98 to begin the fra1e procedures. If the key is 
anything other than the left arrow, progra1 control fall 
sequencially to line 49 where sketching in black takes place 
until another key is pressed. This next key hit toggles the 
sketching off, another key hit of anything but left arrow 
will again toggle the sketching back on. 

Line 90 is the first instruction for setting up the fra1e. 
The initial X and Y coordinates are saved in the variables X 
and Y. After these values have been saved for future use, 
TRACKING resu1es. This tiae a rubber-banding rectangle will 
show the user where the fra1e is to be set up. The outline 
of the rectangle is the fra1e boundary. In line 100 a check 
is 1ade to see whether the key is a right arrow. If it is 
not, then the procedure will restart fro• the beginning. If 
the key!~ a right arrow (ASCII code 211 then the progra1 
will calculate the fra1e. Lines 110 and 129 calculate the 
difference between the first X and Y and the second X and Y. 
The second X and Y is that point where the Pen is now being 
pointed. Line 130 saves the current fra1e starting at the 
fi,st location of the lli ·Res secondary page. In line 140 
the second page is negated. This is done so the fra1e will 
be seen on the first page in opposite colors. It will be 
easier to see the relation between the fra1e and the page of 
g ohics this way. 

Starting at line 158 with the Pen ret urning X and Y every 
si .<tieth of a second, if the escape is !)Q! caused s;;y a key 
hit, you will see the fra1e floating over the current 
picture. Line 160 checks to see if the pen has 1oved since 
the last update, if it has, it will float the object. If 
not then the object stays righ• •hPre. Line 170 is a SOSUB 
to the subroutine which act~ally place! the i1age plane 
lfra1el onto the Hi-Res screen. ~1neri 18?. anrl 190 check to 
1ake sure that the fra1e is alwiys staying inside the hires 
screen area. And finally, li ae 208 reioves the fra1e with 
the 60SUB, then goes back for t•·e riext H.i hi L 

It is a good idea to understand this si1ple concept. You 
will find incredible flexibili tj and pcKer in the use of 
this routine. 

Now we'll look at so1e routines that co1plete gaps in the 
preliainary software, and others that co1pli1ent all of the 
software. 

Since all the progra1s and routines thus far have been 
written with PENTRAK I.I, we will continue to support both 
PENTRAK I.I and the preli1inary software that you now have. 

The following infor1ation is for the PRELININARY SOFTWARE 
ONLY. 

In this part of the Journal we will address trouble users 
have had with the standard software, and solutions in the 
fore of si1ple routines that will eli1inate these proble1s. 
One of the biggest proble1s encountered by so1e novice users 
is the ability to save and load pictures fro• the disk. 
This is a proble1 that can be fixed very si1ply. First of 
all, in the preli1inary software aost of the pictures reside 
in page Q!)~ of the Apple Hires screen. This is an area of 
1e1ory that is between locations S2000 and S3FFF. An easy 
way to save ~DY picture that resides in this location is to 
get out of the progra1 you are in by hitting your <RESET> 
key. This will stop the execution of the progra1, yet it 
will not erase the progra• or the pictures in 1e1ory. After 
you hit the reset key, you will be looking at the text page. 
While looking at the text page you can type in: 

BSAVE (filena1el,AS2000,LSIFF8 

where (filena1e) is the na1e you give to the picture. This 
will save the area of 1e1ory starting at location S2808 with 
a length (L) of SIFF8 on a diskette. We use this length to 
save an extra sector on the disk. Once your picture has 
been saved you can just type run to restart the progra1. 
(Note that restarting the progra1 will erase the picture in 
11e1ory. l 

If your picture happens to be on page 2, like the BOXES 
progra1, PENPAINTER, and 6EONED II, then you ~Y~! change the 
$2000 to S4000. This will save the 1e1ory area starting at 
$4000 with the sa1e length of SIFF8. 

NOTE: Tn the GRlu DRAW progra1, reco11end you type 
the following co11and prior to saving the picture. 
This will eli1inate the grid dots. 

~DOTS 

lf you wish to incorporate the above capabilities for 
loading and saving in the preli1inary software, you 1ay type 
the routi nes right into existing software. 



The firs t thing "e have to deter1ine is "hit keyboard key 
"ill tr igger loading and saving. We could do it by having 
one key for load and another key for save. In this example 
"e will use one key to set up a screen that will pro1pt the 
user for either a load or a save operation. Also in this 
routine we will use the key board for data input. In our 
next exa1ple, we will use the li ght pen for data input. 
After we have deter1ined whether we want to load or save, we 
1ust find the na1e of the file and then the disk drive that 
file resides on. A fl o" chart for thi s routine would look 
so1ethlng like thi s: 

F L ,:, ~-l ,::: H A F; T 

F OF ; 

Now that we have deter1ined the flow of infor1ation, we can 
see how the routine will work. First we 1ust insert a line 
into the 1ain progra1. The line should read: 

IF KEY= 1 THEN GOSUB 100:REN 60 TO THE LOAD & SAVE ROUTINE 
Using KEY= 11 the load and save routine will be called when 
the user presses the CTRL-A key. 

Here is the routine: 

100 REtt THIS ROUTINE IS FOR PRELININARY SOFTWARE ONLY 
110 REN ----- -------- ----- ------- -
120 REH IT JS NOT NECESSARY IN ANY OF THE REVISION 2.9 SOFTWARE 
130 REN SET UP VARIABLES 
14~ FLS = ••: REN SET FILENANE TO NULL STRING 
150 PS= PEEK (43626):PD = PEEK (43624): REN GET INITIAL SLOT & DRIVE 
160 LSS = • LOAD AND SAVE PICTURE ROUTINE 
170 REN SET UP SCREEN FOR INPUT 
180 & TP: HONE : PRINT LS$ 
190 PRINT •--- ----- ------- ----------- ---- ----- -----• 
200 VTAB 8:NSS = ·L)OAD OR SJAVE": 60SUB 480: REN CENTER THE STRING 
210 VTAB 20:NSS = 'PLEASE NAKE A SELECTION 'L' OR 'S'': GOSUB 480 
220 VTAB 8: HTAB 38: SET AS: PRINT AS; 
230 IF AS= •s• THEN 420 
240 IF AS= 'L • THEN 360 
250 PRINT CHRS !7); : GOTO 229 
260 REN GET NANE OF FILE IF NO NANE THEN RETURN TO HAIN PR06RAN 
270 HONE : PRINT LS$ 

280 VTAB 8:HSS z "PLEASE ENTER THE FILE HANE': 60SUB 489 
299 VTAB 12:NSS = • .• •.•..•.•.............. •: GOSUB 489 
300 VTAB 12: HTAB HT%: INPUT FLS 
310 IF LEN (FLS) ( I THEN 550: REN GO BACK 
329 VTAB 14:HSS = ·DRIVE NUNBER -> •: GOSUB 480 
330 VTAB H: HTAB HH + LEN (NS$) - I: INPUT DRt: 

IF LEN !DRS> < I THEN DRS= STRS (PD>: RETURN 
340 IF DRS= •1• OR DRS= •2• THEN RETURN 
350 PRINT CHRS (7);: SOTO 330 
360 REN LOAD FILE FRON DISK 
370 GOSUB 260: REN GET FILE NANE AND DRIVE 
380 ONERR SOTO 510 
390 PSS = STRS (PS) 
400 PRINT :PRINT CHRS(13l; CHRS(4);'BLOAD';FLS;',AS2000,S";PSS:',D';DRS 
410 RETURN 
420 REN SAVE FILE FRON DISK 
430 GOSUB 260: REN SET FILE NANE AND DRIVE 
440 ONERR SOTO 518 
450 PSS= STRS (PS) 
460 PRINT: PRINT CHRS (13); CHRS (4);.BSAVE ';FLSi',AS2000,LS1FF8,S"; 

PSS;•, D'; DRS 
470 RETURN 
480 REM AREA FOR CENTERING STRINGS 
490 HT7. = INT (29 - LEN (NSS) / 2): HTAB HT7.: PRINT NSS 
500 RETURN 
510 REH ERROR HANDLING 
520 POKE 216,0: REN CLEAR ERROR FLAB 
530 ER= PEEK (222): HONE : PRINT 'ERROR NUNBER ';ER;• @ LINE "; 

PEEK (218) + PEEK 1219) t 256 
548 VTAB 22: INPUT ·PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE'iU 
550 RETURN 



This routine can be added to all your current Applesoft 
progra1s, except ANI"ATOR, PENPAINTER, and PATTERN EDITOR. 
These prograas already have the necessary disk file 
features. You will find a tore coaplete example of this 
concept, called the FILER, in 1any of the ne" programs that 
"ere sent with this newsletter. 

Now let's look at the problem of generating hard copy 
(paper) printouts. The following routines "ill allo" the 
user to print the picture from the progra1. Here is a saall 
routine for those of you who o"n GRAPPLER, "ICROBUFFER, OR 
SPIES printer interface cards. ·There are also other cards 
that use this sate protocol. In general, if your interface 
card contains built-in screen-du1p soft"are, and if it is 
upward co1patible with one of the cards just 1entioned, it 
will work here. Otherwise, look at the tanual that caae 
with your printer card for the correct protocol. If you 
want, you can insert this routine into every one of your 
prelitinary prograas. It is a saall, one line routine that 
can be typed into all existing prograas: 

(linenu1) IF KEY= lb THEN PRINT CHRS(4);'PR11':PRINT 
CHRS!9l;16I1 :PRINT CHR$(4li'PRl0" 

If the picture is on page two then a '2' should appear after 
the 61. ex: 

(linenu1) IF KEY= lb THEN PRINT CHRS(4);'PRl1':PRINT 
CHRS(9li"612':PRINT CHRS!4li"PRl0" 

The sa1e concept can be used "ith the PKASO interface using 
this line: 

llinr · ·I IF KEY= lb THEN PRINT CHRS(4);"PRll':PRINT 
CHRS!9);'32H':PRINT CHR$14li"PRl0' 

and again if the picture is on page two then the nuaber in 
the quotes 1ust be changed. In this case it is increfflented 
by one. 

(linenual IF KEY= lb THEN PRINT CHRSl4l;'PRll":PRINT 
CHRS(9);"33H":PRINT CHRS(4l;'PRl0' 

where linenu1 = the line nu1ber you want this state1ent to 
be executed at. The KEY value 16 in this case, is the ascii 
value of CTRL-P. You 1ay use any key you "ant. I like 
CTRL-P because it is a fairly standard state1ent for those 
who are users of CP/" and APPLEWRITER //and///, The 'GI' 
and '32' part of the state1ent can also be changed to any 
valid GRAPPLER or PKASO co11and. Please be sure to specify 
what page you are dealing with in this phrase; 61 for page 
1, and 6I2 for page 2 of Apple Hires, or 32H for page 1 or 
33H for page 2 with the PKASO card. 

The correct location to put this co11and is at the beginning 
of the KEY testing section. The KEY section usually follows 
an &TRACK co11and and is used for a TRACKING escape. 

Here is a routine that can be very helpful in any graphics 
progr a1. 

1018 RE" THIS PROGRA" CAN BE USED TO ERASE IN EITHER BLACK OR 
WHITE BY CHANGING THE 'B' OR 'W' IN THE FRANE COHNAND 
IN LINE 1170 

1020 RE" YOU CAN CHANGE THE SIZE OF THE ERASER BY CHANGING THE 
1030 RE" VALUES LOCATED IN THE FRANE co""AND 
1040 RE" BUT RE"EHBER TO CHANGE THE BOUNDARY VALUES 
1100 R=S:REN RADIUS OF FRAHE 
1110 &T!X,Y,KEY,ZV0l: REM INITIALIZE PEN TRACKING 
1115 REM THE FOLLOWING LINES CHECK AND CORRECT FRANE BOUNDARIES 
1120 IF X+R>279 THEN X=279-R :RE" RIGHT BOUNDARY FIX 
1130 IF X-R<l THEN X= R :REH LEFT BOUNDARY FIX 
1140 IF Y}187 THEN Y=192-R :REH BOTTO" BOUNDARY FIX 
1150 IF Y-R < 1 THEN Y=R :REM TOP BOUNDARY FIX 
1160 IF KEY= 27 THEN RETURN 
1165 REM THIS WILL RETURN CONTROL TO THE CALLING PROSRAH 
1170 ~F(W,X-R TO X+R AT Y-R FOR Rt2) 
1180 REN FRA"ES WHITE 'R' PIXELS TOP, BOTTON, RIGHT, AND 

LEFT OF THE PEN POINT 
1190 GOTO 1110 

On January 19, 1983 Apple Coaputer Inc. blessed 501e of us 
with the Apple //e. (Thanks Guys'!) It took the ·pJace of 
the Apple II+. Since the 64k Extended 80 column Cird 
co1bined with so1e neat circuitry gave us the ability to 
display 80 coluans, so1e people went a step farther and took 
advantage of the double hires that could be achieved. This 
led to so1e articles in one of our favorite 1agazines that 
showed us how to use that extra 1e1ory and all those colors. 
One of those articles laid it all on the line with a bunch 
of asseably language routines that "e could use to set color 
and plot points and lines on the double hires page. The 
article name is APPLE SOFT BRUSHES FOR DOUBLE HI-RES ART. 
It was pub! i shed in the Septe1ber 83 issue of 
SOFTALK "ASAZINE. The routines in the article were linked 
together with PENTRAK 2.0 to provide partial PENTRAK su~~ort 
tQ Apple/le double hires graphics111 The following progra1 
is a very si1ple example of the neat features to be found 
using the double hires capability. The progra1 requires the 
following: 

an Apple/le w/ extended 88 coluan card (the one w/b4k 
extra 1e1oryl, and a REV B board lone w/part nu1ber 
820-0064-~ on the motherboard identification plate). 

a ju1per installed on the eighty colu1n card connecting 
the two 10Iex connectors. 

and the routine on page 9b of the Septeaber issue of 
SOFTALK 1agazine. 

These routines 1ust be typed in and then BSAVED on disk 
under the na1e 'COLOR DBL HIRES'. 



The COLOR DBL HIRES routine also uses the a1persand (&) 
vector, but Ke are not going to tie this routine into that 
vector. Instead, using PENTRAK 2.0's co11and &ANPER, Ke 
Kill link the routine into PENTRAK, and let PENTRAK send the 
co11and to COLOR DBL HIRES when appropriate. (On! y if 
PENTRAK cannot understand the co11and.) 

By the way, once the routine is typed in and on your disk 
you 1ay use it without PENTRAK by si1ply BRUNing it. This 
will allow COLOR DBL HIRES to link into the ANPERSAND hook 
and thus parce its own co11ands. Note this will disconnect 
PENTRAK. 

NOTE: This progra1 will not work with PENTRAK I.I since it 
does not have an &ANPER co11and. 

100 DIN CSS(16l1X7.1161,YI116l:YI(0l = 3:YZ(ll = 3 
110 FOR I = 0 TO 15 STEP 2: READ CSS(I1:Xl(ll=4:READ CSS(l+tl: 

XI(! + ll = 24: NEXT 
128 FOR I = 2 TO 15 STEP 2:YI!Il = YI(I - 21 + 2:Y7.!I + II = 

Y!(I): NEXT 
138 PRINT CHRS (4l;'BLOAD COLOR DBL HIRES,AS6000,Dt,S4' 
140 POKE 24696,255: REN ALLOW CLEAR TO WHITE 
158 & ANPER24592: REN LINK COLOR DBL HIRES TO PENTRAK 
160 & H 
170 & P(X,Y,KEY,ZV8l: IF KEY= 255 AND DR THEN & LX / 2,Y: 

GOTO 170 
180 IF KEY= 49 OR KEY= 8 THEN DR= I: & PX / 2,Y: GOTO 178 
198 IF KEY= 58 OR KEY= 21 THEN DR= 0: SOTO 178 
200 IF KEY= 67 THEN GOSUB 230: PRINT CHRS (18): ~ HP: 

GOTO 170 
218 IF KEY= 69 THEN & H:DR = 0 
22" GOTO 170 
238 REN CHANGE COLOR 
248 TEXT : PRINT CHRS (17): HONE 
250 PRINT 'PLEASE POINT TO THE COLOR OF YOUR CHOICE": PRINT 
260 FOR I = 8 TO 15 STEP 2: GOSUB 358: PRINT CSSIII;: 

HTAB 28: SOSUB 350: PRINT CS$(!+ II: PRINT 
270 NEXT :DR= 0 
280 VTAB 22:NSS = "USE PEN TO SELECT': SOSUB 360 
290 & PIX,Y,ZV281:Xt = INT IX/ 71:YI = I + INT IV/ 81 
300 FOR I = 0 TO 15 STEP 2: IF Vt = Y%(II OR Vt - 1 = Yl(II 

THEN CL= I: SOTO 320 
310 NEXT I 
320 IF XI > 4 THEN CL= CL + I: & CCL: RETURN 
338 & CCL: RETURN 
340 END 
350 INVERSE: PRINT 1 •;: NORNAL: PRINT 1 "J: RETURN 
360 HTAB 120 - LEN INSSl / 21: PRINT NSS: RETURN 
370 DATA BLACK,NAGENTA,DARK BLUE,VIOLET,DARK GREEN,GREYI, 

NEDIUN BLUE,LI6HT BLUE,BROWN,ORANGE,GREY2,PINK, 
GREEN,YELLOW,AQUA,WHITE 



Since the Gibson Light Pen Syste1 was introduced over a year 
ago, there have been !~~y inquiries about the availability 
of softMare that uses the 6LPS. Here is a list of so1e of 
the packages that we have seen. 

NOW AVAILABLE, THE FIRST HIRES SAHE FOR THE GIBSON LIGHTPEN 

LPS II ltADIIESS 

It was inevitable that so1eone would start playing with the 
Gibson Light Pen Syste1. Esp~cially when it took over a 
year for the final software to beco1e available! LPS II 
NADNESS is the first result of so1e of that playing. It 
1akes co1plete use of the pen's unique ability to select 
rando1 locations on the screen. 

Written co1pletely in asse1bly language for speed and 
accuracy, LPS II HADNESS lets you guide 1ultiple spaceships 
through an asteroid belt. Control each one separately with 
the pen. Then the fun really begins. Defend space station 
LPS2 fro1 a varied and hu1erous set of assailants. Can you 
hold out against the 'Inviso' B01ber? 

LPS II NADNESS is available for the slightly 1ad price of 
rn,.44. 
Send cash (are you crazy?>, check or 1oney order to: 

BEZ 
Box I 9633 

Irvine, Ca. 92714 

LPS II NADNESS requires: 
Apple II + w/48k 
16 Sector Apple disk drive 
Gibson light Pen Systet 

Like all other Gibson Light Pen Syste1 products, this gate 
will not work on an Apple Honitor Ill, ANDEK 380, or a USI 
Pl3 1onitor. 

f/ ~ ..... 

HIRES VERSATILE CALCll.ATOR 

One of the 1ost creative pieces of Apple softMare is the 
HIRES VERSATILE CALCULATOR. This progra1 turns your Apple 
co1puter into an RPN scientific calculator that also 
operates in four bases. Key in nu1bers and functions fro1 
the Apple keyboard or the Gibson Light Pen Syste1. Useful 
tool for progra11ers, engineers and educators. Outstanding 
display including visible 4-register stack with oversized 
nu1bers. Looks just like a calculator on your 1onitor or TV 
screen. Contains 1ore than 50 functions. Operates in 
deci1al, her., octal, and binary. Features trig, logs, 
statistics, logical operations, ASCII tables, ten internal 
storage registers and 1ore. Includes 114 page User's 1anual 
Mith 50 page Tutorial, internal Text Reference Guide, and 10 
1inute De10 Progra1. 

The HIRES VERSATILE CALCULATOR is available fro1 Tackaberry 
softMare for only $59.95 plus 2.00 shipping (Florida 
residents please add 51 sales tax). 

Tackaberry Soft...re 
Box 2857-6 

Or1ond Beach, FL 32075 
( 904 > 6 77-2054 

TI£ &RAPHIC SOLUTION 

Ani1ation, 1ixed text and graphics, three di1ensional 
perspectives, and color-coding are just so1e of the features 
of THE GRAPHIC SOLUTION. Accent· Software has linked 
together their GRAPHIC SOLUTION softMare with the Gibson 
Light Pen Syste1, creating one of the finest 
graphics/ani1ation packages available for the Apple. Users 
can develop ed·ucational 1aterial, business presentations, 
and 1uch tore by using a fra1e by fra1e graphic sequencer 
that alloMs you create and ani1ate a video sequence. This 
is a highly professional syste1, designed with detail in 
1ind. 

Nore inforeation regarding The Graphic Solution 1ay be 
obtained fro1 : 

Accent Software 
3750 Wright Place 

Palo Alto, CA 94306 
14 !St 8S6-6S05 
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